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Importance of asset allocation
The traditional approaches:
strategic and tactical asset allocation
Asset allocation decisions are critical in determining whether return
objectives are met. The traditional approach to multi-asset class
diversification is called strategic asset allocation (SAA).
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SAA tends to be a “set-and-forget” approach that is based on a longterm time horizon and is influenced by historical expectations of risk and
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return with relatively static
allocations to a set of specific asset classes.

For example, a portfolio manager targets a fixed percentage of the
portfolio to each asset class – for example, 60% in equities and 40% in
bonds and then rebalances at regular intervals to align percentages to
industry standard risk profiles.
In essence, the SAA process is a simplistic way of diversifying a
portfolio and is proven to provide a better balance of risk and return, as
opposed to investing in one asset class. Adopting an SAA approach may
be effective over longer investment periods (10-20 years) as investors
have time to recover from significant market falls (20% or more).
In comparison, tactical asset allocation (TAA) involves asset managers
or investment advisers making short-term tactical adjustments to the
strategic asset mix. These strategies generally adhere to the same overall
risk and return characteristics as the portfolio’s strategic allocation.
However, as the GFC highlighted, a well-diversified portfolio, managed
to a predetermined SAA structure, even with tactical adjustments,
suffered substantial losses. The rigid asset allocations leading into that
period of the market cycle, restricted portfolios and locked in losses. One
of the core reasons why traditional diversified funds lost an average of
30% during the GFC was due to this inability to quickly and substantially
reduce growth in favour of defensive exposures.
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